AL-497  FEEDING THE MIND – A Centenary Celebration of Lewis Carroll’s Visit to Alfreton in 1884.
Selwyn H. Goodacre.
----: Lewis Carroll Society of NA, 1984 (Carroll Study No.8)
28 x 20 cm. Printed stiff wrappers. vi, 29 p. Illust.
[Limited to 350 numbered and signed copies of which this is No 225]
(Fine: 40.00)

AL-498  EVERYMAN’S BOOK OF NONSENSE
Edited by John Davies. Foreword by Spike Milligan
London: Dent/Everyman, 1982
19 x 12 cm. Stiff wrappers with color illust by Arthur Rackham.
253 p. Illust. Notes; Bios., index.
Cf: pp 85-98 for selections from Carroll
(Good: cover scuffed, general wear. 7.00)

AL-499  WALT DISNEY TREASURES: Disney Rarities. (CD Video)
Celebrated Shorts: 1920s -1960
Disney Studios staff
Burbank CA: Disney, 2005
20 x 15 cm metal case: 2 CD’s: Run time approx 5 hrs, 26 min..
Recorded features include 1923 “ALICE IN WONDERLAND” Cartoon Series (6 programs). Introductions by Leonard Maltin. See printed inserts.
(As new -35.00)

AL-500  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel..Introduction and Notes by Michael Irwin.
Ware, Hertfordshire, UK: Wordsworth, 2001
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust is detail from “Wonderland” by Adelaide Claxton (c. 1870). B&W in-text illust from Tenniel originals.

February 20, 2006

AL-501  LEWIS CARROLL – An Illustrated Biography (2nd edn.)
Derek Hudson (1977)
New York: New American Library (Meridian) 1st thus 1978
25.5 x 18 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. 272 p. Illust. Notes and references.
Index
NB: For a 1st edition of this work see AL 128
(VG plus, 30.00)
AL-502  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll, Edited by Richard Kelly (2000)
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada: Broadview Literary Texts, 2000
21.5 x 14 cm. Photo illust. stiff wrappers. 353 p. Illust. Chronology, Notes,
Appendices (various), Biblio.
NB: The nine different Appendices include Carroll's "AAUG", "Nursery
Alice" and "Alice on the Stage", a variety of biographical criticism and
commentary, and a valuable assembly of early reviews.
(Fine. 25.00)

AL-503  LEWIS CARROLL
The British Council (Marina Walker, Roger Taylor, Michael Bakewell)
24 x 17.5 cm. Photo illust deco paper over bds., deco EPs, 79 p. Illust.
Notes, Biblio.
(As new, 30.00)

AL-504  THE COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Edited and with an Introduction by Edward Guilliano.
New York: Avenel, 1982
Notes, Chronology, Biblio.
NB: Includes AAIW, TTLG, Snark, Rhyme and Reason, Tangled Tale,
AAUG (in facsimile), Sylvie and Bruno, Sylvie and Bruno Concluded,
Three Sunsets and Other Poems. all with the first appearance illustrations.
(As new in Color illust DW. 25.00)

AL-505  LEWIS CARROLL
Florence Becker Lennon. With Six full-page illustrations.
London: Cassell & Co., 1947
22.5 x 15 cm. Blue cloth, bds., title gilt spine. 358 p. Chrono., Appends
(A-K), Biblio, index.
(VG. Cover slightly faded. No DW., 50.00)

AL-506  WITTGENSTEIN, LANGUAGE, & PHILOSOPHY
Warren Shibles (1969)
Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown, 1969
23 x 15 cm. Printed stiff wrappers, viii, 100 p. Notes.
NB: includes: "A Philosophical Commentary on "Alice's Adventures In
Wonderland."
(VG. Price clipped FPEP. 30.00)
AL-507  **The VICTORIAN GIRL AND THE FEMININE IDEAL**
Deborah Gorham
Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1982
22.5 x 14 cm. Blk cloth, bds., title gilt spine. (12), 223 p. Notes, biblio., index.
(Near fine in Color printed DW. 40.00)

AL-508  **The REAL ALICE (Lewis Carroll’s Dream Child)**
Anne Clark
London: Michael Joseph, 1981 (1st thus)
24 x 19 cm. Dk. brown cloth, bds, title gilt spine. Col EPs (FEPs display Alice Liddell’s father’s line-of-decent. REP display her mother’s) 271 p.
Illustr. Appends., biblio., index.
(Fine. In color illust DW. 50.00)

AL-509  **PILLOW PROBLEMS and A TANGLED TALE: Mathematical Recreations of Lewis Carroll.** (Both books bound as one)
Lewis Carroll
(Fine. 10.00)

AL-510  **CHARLES DODGSON – SEMIOТИCIAN**
Daniel F. Kirk (1962)
22.5 x 15.5 cm. Grey stiff wrappers with title in paste-on label.
(Fine. 45.00)

AL-511  **JULIA MARGARET CAMERON**
Joanne Lukitsh
16 x14 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers, title spine. 125, (3) p. Illust.
NB: Julia Margaret Cameron (1815-1879) was, like Charles Dodgson, a pioneer photographer. Her work included many portraits of Victorian celebrities (literary and otherwise). And, like Dodgson, she made many portraits of little girls. Cf: pp 2, 16, 18, 23, etc.
AL-512  The MIND OF THE MAKER
Dorothy Sayers  With a “Preface” by Sayers (1941) and an Introduction
by Madeleine L’Engle. (1987)
NB: Dorothy Sayers is best known as the author of the ‘Lord Peter
Wimsey’ mystery novels. She was also the writer of a number of works on
matters theological. In this book she deals with such matters as “The
Laws of Nature” and “The Image of God”. In passing she attends to the
“great watershed that divides Imagination from Fantasy”, and later, in a
discussion of manifestations of the trinity (Father, Son, and Holy Ghost)
observeres that “Blake, Aquinas, Euclid and Bach are all patricentric and so
is Lewis Carroll in the ‘Alice’ books, but Milton is not, nor Donne...”
(Fine: 15.00)

AL-513  A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PARADOX – Philosophy and the
Labyrinths of the Mind.
Roy Sorenson
18.5 x 13.5 cm. Blk cloth, tan paper, bds. Title gold spine. xv, 394 p.
NB: Several references to Carroll. Cf index.
(Fine in chipped DW. 30.00)

AL-514  A PECULIAR GIFT – Nineteenth Century Writings on Books for
Children.
Selected and Introduced by Lance Salway
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, UK: Kestrel/Penguin. 1976
22.5 x 14.5 cm. Yellow cloth, bds.; title red spine. 373 p. Illust. Notes,
biblio., index.
NB: A useful survey of the books available to children in Carroll’s time.
References to Carroll (see index), and pp. 492-502: Beatrice Hatch:
“Lewis Carroll”
(Fine in DW. 25.00)

AL-515  The ANNOTATED FLATLAND – A Romance of Many Dimensions
Edwin A. Abbott (1884) Introduction and Notes by Ian Stewart. (2002)
Cambridge, MA, Perseus, 2002
24 x 19.5 cm. Purple cloth, lilac paper, bds., title silver spine. Col Eps.
NB: Abbott’s “FLATLAND” is a fantasy in which multi-dimensional
geometry is examined much in the way Lewis Carroll treats logic and
language in the ‘Alice’ books. Abbott’s book was a part of Carroll’s
personal library. It has been suggested that FLATLAND might never have
published had not “Alice” already made her appearance.
(Fine in DW. 35.00).
AL-516  **LEWIS CARROLL AND ALICE**  
a & b  
Stephanie Lovett Stoffel (1997)  
28 x 12.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers, 176 p. Illust. (B&W and color,  
art and photography). Chronolgy, Notes, biblio., index..  
(Fine. 20.00)

AL-517  **The ILLUSTRATORS OF ALICE and THROUGH THE LOOKING  
GLASS**  
Edited by Graham Ovendon with an Introduction by John Davis  
London: Academy Editions, 1972  
30 x 22 cm. Black cloth, bds.; title gold spine. 101 p. Illust. Color and  
B&W. Biblio  
(Fine in DW. 40.00)  
NB: For other copies of this text, see AL-167 and AL-296.

AL-518  **LEWIS CARROLL’S BEDSIDE BOOK (Entertainments for the  
Wakeful Hours)**  
Lewis Carroll. Edited by Edgar Cuthrellis. Illustrated by Phuz.  
London: J.M.Dent 1979  
20.5 x 11 cm. Yellow cloth, bds. 64 p. Illust (Some figures by Carroll. FP  
B&W illust by “Phuz” Jacket art by Paula Bayne  
(Fine in DW. 8.00)

AL-519  **LEWIS CARROLL – Victorian Photographer**  
Introduction by Helmut Gernsheim  
Milan: Franco Maria Ricci / London: Thames & Hudson, 1980  
24.5 x 23 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. 93 p. Illust (monotone) plates  
reproducing 41 Carroll photographs, primarily of children.  
(Fine, 30.00)

AL-520  **LEWIS CARROLL’S CLASSIC PHOTOS OF CHILDREN**  
– **24 CARDS**  
[Lewis Carroll] Dover Publications  
New York: Dover, 1997  
30.5 x 23 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. “This charming collection  
includes 24 of his [Carroll’s] best photographs of youngsters reproduced  
in postcard format” .  
(Fine. 12.00)
AL-522  POSTCARDS: (a) ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND,  
(b) THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS, c: LEWIS CARROLL IN  
OXFORD.  
[3 Full-color illust postcards, 15 x 21 cm in self-mailer format]  
Wellington, Somerset, UK: Acanthus Press, (Reynard Cards) ND.  
Artwork: Illustrations adapted from Tenniel and other sources by Sue  
Harrison.  
(Fine: as new, 15.00)

AL-523  ALICE'S CELESTIAL GLOBE  
James D. Bissell-Thomas  
London: Greaves & Thomas, 2001  
12 x 14.5 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. 16 p. (2nd ed; 1 of 150)  
NB Prepared as a guide to interpreting the "Celestial Globe" designed and  
constructed by Greaves & Thomas "based on Lewis Carroll's classic two  
books featuring Alice and the strange creatures she encounters..." See  
the photo of the globe on IRC, (p.17).  
(Fine, 12.00)

AL-524  The HUNTING OF THE SNARK - An Agony in Eight Fits  
19 x 13 cm. Yellow cloth, bds.; 46 p. Illust  
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: DW illust, Title-page, FP plates and in-text  
illustration all in B&W, all by Peake.  
((Fine, 15.00)

AL-525  The WORLD OF ALICE  
Mavis Batey (1998)  
Andover, Hamps. UK: Pitkin Guides, (Jarrold), 2004  
24 x 17 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 27 p. Illust: (color throughout).  
Notes, references.  
(Fine, 7.00)

AL-526  ALICE-IN-WONDERLAND PLAYING CARDS  
[Deck of Playing Cards with "Alice" related illustrations replacing the  
standard hearts, diamonds, clubs, spades displays. Accompanying the  
standard 52-card deck are two "Father William" jokers, and 5 cards in  
various languages (English, French, German., Italian, and Spanish) which  
comment on Lewis Carroll's ALICE. ]  
Torino, Italy: Lo Scarabeo, (Playing Card Collection -Deck No 1.) ND  
Boxed set of sixty 9 x 6 cm cards, all full-color illust. All art by Jesus  
Blasco.  
(Fine. 15.00)
AL-527  [AUDIO BOOK] **SALLY FIELD READING “ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND”**  
[Lewis Carroll – text abridged] Read by Sally Field  
New York: Simon & Schuster Audio, 2000  
2 Audio cassettes (stereo). Running time approx 2.5 hrs.  
In color photo-illust 18 x 11.5 cm slip case.  
(As new. 20.00)

AL-528  **ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND & THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel. With an Introduction by C.L. Bennet  
New York: Airmont, 1965 (Classics Series)  
18 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 256 p.  
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Tenniel illustrations in B&W reproduced from the originals  
(Good plus. Owner’s markings IFC. 4.00)

AL-529  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND / THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Cinzia Ratto.  
Dorking, Surrey, UK.: Templar, 2002  
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: DW illust. plus 20 FP color plates, all art by Ratto  
(As new in DW. 20.00)

AL-530  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND**  
Lewis Carroll. Adapted by Lesley Sims. Illustrated by Mauro Evangelista.  
(Reading Consultant: Alison Kelly, Roehampton University)  
London: Usborne, 2006  
TEXT: Carroll – Abridged and adapted. ART: Cover art and in-text illustrations, all color, all by Evangelista.  
(Fine, 10.00)

AL-531  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND**  
Lewis Carroll (Abridged and adapted) Art by J. Pavlin & G. Seda.  
[London]: Brown & Watson, (1973)  
21 x 21 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Six double-page moveable figures, (Semi-popups), with accompanying text.  
TEXT: Carroll – Abridged and adapted. ART: Cover art and interior “pop-up” art all in color, all by J. Pavlin and G. Seda.  
(Fine 30.00)
AL-532  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**
Lewis Carroll – with illustrations by John Tenniel (coloured by Harry Theaker and Diz Wallis. With a Foreword by Phillip Pullman (2005)
24 x 18 cm. Color illust. stiff wrapper (flaps). (8), iv, 186 p. Illust.
NB: See the Publisher’s note on the colored artwork, p 196.
(Fine: 15.00)

AL-533  **ALICE THROUGH THE PILLAR-BOX and What She Found There**
**A Philatelic Phantasy.**
By Gerald M. King.(with a little assistance from Lewis Carroll and Sir John Tenniel.) Postscript by Paul Jennings.
London: Whizzard (Andre Deutsch), 1978
TEXT: The Carroll story adapted and retold to allow the sequence of events to be depicted by stamps, cancellations, postcards, “first-day-covers” etc, ART: Color and B&W, all by King.
(Fine. Rare: 50.00)

Al-534  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Anthony Browne (1988)
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: FP and in-txt illust, all in color, all by Browne.
NB: Browne won the 1988 Kurt Maschler Award for these AAIW illustrations.
(Fine. In color illust DW, 20.00)

AL-535  **The COMPLETE ALICE & The HUNTING OF THE SNARK**
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Ralph Steadman.
London: Jonathan Cape, 1986
(Fine in DW. 200.00)
AL-536

ALICE / THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS / AND WHAT
ALICE FOUND THERE
Lewis Carroll. Preface by Marco Livingstone (2005) Illustrated by Peter
Blake (2004)
29 x 22 cm. Red cloth, color illust paper, bds.; title white, spine. Illust
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: B&W photos, plus 8 FP color plate by Blake.
NB: See pp 98-112 for detailed information on the artist and the
illustrations
(Fine: 40,00)

AL-537

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll –Adapted and abridged by Jane Edmonds for “STORY
TELLER”. Illustrated by Clare Mumford.
London: Story Teller (Marshall Cavendish), 1985
22 x 17 cm. Color illust wrappers. 31 p (unnumbered).
TEXT: Carroll –abridged and adapted. ART: Full-color throughout. All by
Mumford.
NB: This publication was prepared to accompany an audio-cassette
narration of the story as told here.
(VG plus: 5.00)

AL-538

The ANNOTATED ALICE – Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &
Through the Looking Glass
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel. With an Introduction and
Notes by Martin Gardner
New York: Bramhall House (Clarkson N. Potter), ND (1960)
28 x 22 cm.Gray cloth, olive psper, bds. title black spine. Deco illust EPs.
352 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Tenniel originals.
NB: The original Lewis text and accompanying Tenniel illustrations, ,
extensively annotated by Gardner. Laid in is a 28 x 17.5 cm sheet with a
brief bio of Gardner and a photo of him at the “ALICE” statue in Central
Park NYC.
NOTE: For another edition of this book, see: AL-001.

AL-539

ALICE’S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND
A facsimile of the original Lewis Carroll manuscript
[Lewis Carroll]
Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms (Xerox), 1964
24.5 x 26 cm. Decorated blue cloth, bds., title spine. In matching blue
cloth slip case.
TEXT and ART: Lewis Carroll
(Fine: 90.00)
AL-540 WALT DISNEY'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll – Adapted and retold by Disney Studios]
London: Fleetway, 1986
19 x 12 cm. Color illust wrappers. 30 p Illust.
TEXT: Carroll Abridged and adapted. Art: Disney Studios, all color.
(Fine 5.00)

AL-541 WALT DISNEY'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll] Adapted by Teddy Slater. Illustrated by Franc Mateu
Golden Book)
20 x 16.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. unpaged
TEXT: Carroll- Abridged and adapted. ART: Illust cover, TP and in-text
art, all in color all by Mateu (Disney Studios)
(Near fine 5.00)

AL-542 WALT DISNEY'S STORY OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND
With Songs from the Film. (With 33-1/3 rpm Long Playing Record)
[Lewis Carroll] Abridged and adapted.
Hollywood, CA: Walt Disney Studios, 1966
18.5 cm sq. Color illust stiff wrapper. 24 p with pocket for record. Color
illust. All art from Disney Studios. 33-1/3 rpm Record carries two songs
from the Disney AIW movie.
(VG – 10.00)

AL-543 ALEX IN WONDERLAND
Illustrated by Don Nedobeck. Written and Designed by Davis Schansberg.
(Edited by Alex’s cousin, Jim)
Milwaukee, Wi.: Ideals Publishing, 1980
28 x 21 cm. Color illust wrappers. Unpaged (64). Illust. Cover art and in
text illust (in monotone and color) all by Nedobeck
NB: Alex is a clarinet player in a vaillage band. One day, marching with
his fellow musicians, he gets lost in the music, makes a wrong turn and
finds himself in a wonderland of beasts, birds, and decidedly un-pretty
princesses. Not much “Alice” here, but a great deal of “wonderland”.
(Fine: with a dedication signed by Nedobeck 15.00)

AL-544 ALICE’S POP-UP WONDERLAND.
[Lewis Carroll] Nick Denchfield, Alex Vining.
25 x 32 cm. Color illust paper ov bds., title spine. 6 pages text, 2 sheets
of double-sided press-out figures and six pop-up scenes. All color.
TEXT: Carroll-abridged and adapted. ART: All color. Cover art from
Tenniel. Other illustration all by Vining. Paper engineering by Denchfield.
(VG plus. Spine cocked. 25.00)
AL-545  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. (DVD)
“Lewis Carroll's Classic Tale Set to Music with an All-Star Cast”
Digitally remastered DVD. English. Full-frame, color, stereo sound
95 min. CAST: Fiona Fullerton, as “Alice”, with Michael Crawford,
Ralph Richardson, Peter Sellers, Spike Milligan, Dudley Moore, Robert
Helpman, and Flora Robson. “Fantastic sets, faithful dialog, great
songs... state of the art special effects...”
One CD disc. In 19 x 13.5 cm color-illust folding case.
(VG/Fine 6.00)

AL-546  The NURSERY “ALICE” (Notecards)
Eight 13 m sq. notecards with envelopes (2 each of 4 different images
taken from the John Tenniel illustrated “Nursery Alice” of 1890).
Library].
In color illust 13.5 m sq slip-case.
(Fine: 10.00)

AL-547  ALICE IN WONDERLAND & Through the Looking Glass
Lewis Carroll
18 x 10.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (4), 264, (1) p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-IA. ART: Cover art in color showing Alice at the Mad
Hatter's tea party by an unidentified artist. In-text illustrations from
Tenniel.
(VG. 4.00)

AL-548  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS
Lewis Carroll. With the Original Illustrations by John Tenniel
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover art adapted from Tenniel. In-text
illustrations from Tenniel originals.
NB: Bound back to back with FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS by Margaret
Sidney.
(Good: Shelf wear, owner's inscription IFC. 5.00)
AL-549

ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. With Eighty-nine Illustrations by John Tenniel and Four Color Plates by Edwin John Prittie
22 x 15 cm. Deco color illust cloth, bds., title gold on black, spine. xiv, 319 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: In-text illustrations from Tenniel originals. Four color plates (2 for each text) by Prittie
(VG. 25.00)

AL-550

ALICE IN ACIDLAND – Lewis Carroll Revisited.
Thomas Fensch.
23 x 15 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. 146 p. Illust. Introduction, Notes, Appendix (Glossary).
NB: The Carroll text for ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND is here presented with inserted notes that discuss the work as a “masterpiece of psychedelic literature.”, and examines the story as if it had been inspired by a “drug trip”.
(Fine. 20.00)

AL-551

LELA DOWLING’S ALICE. [A Graphic Novel]
Thousand Oaks, Cal. ABOUT COMICS, 2004
20 x 14 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (4), 102, (6) p, Illust.
NB: A free adaptation of the Carroll story; presented as a succession of ‘cartoon’ images.
NOTE: Duplicate of AL-464
(Fine: 10.00)

AL-552

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Fully Illustrated in Line and Color (Harry Rountree and Charles Pears)
London: Collins Clear Type, ND
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: Color cover illust uncredited. Full-color Frtspc and 1 FP color plate, plus B&W In-text illust and FP plates by Rountree, 2 FP color plates by Pears.
(VG. In clear plastic jacket. Some wear. 50.00)
AL-553
_ALICE IN WONDERLAND_
by Lewis Carroll. [Illustrator Unidentified]
London: Birm Brothers, ND. [1950-?]
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color cover illust, Color frtsp plus 3 FP color plates and B&W in-text and FP illustrations, all by an unidentified artist, (a: Red spine. VG. Some wear, inscription on FFEP. Some illust have been neatly colored in with crayon. 25.00 b: Green spine. VG. Shelf wear. Inscription on FFEP. 25.00

AL-554
_ALICE IN WONDERLAND_
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by G.W. Backhouse
London: Collins, 1951 (1955)
26 x 21 cm. Red cloth, bds. Deco illust on cover and title on spine in black. 128 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Cover deco, Color frtspc plus 3 FP color plates, FP B&W plates, in-text illust and page decoration, all by Backhouse.
(Good plus. Name in black on cover. Crayon scribbles IRC. Some illustrations have been colored in with crayon. 18.00

AL-555
_ALICE IN WONDERLAND_
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by A.A. Nash
London: Juvenile Productions, Ltd. ND.
27 x 21.5 cm Color illust paper ov bds. Color illust IFC and IRC. 46 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – Abridged and adapted. ART: Color cover, IFC and IRC illust. Color illust TP. 21 FP full-color plates. All by Nash.
(Good plus. Some crayon scribbles on TP and Plate 1. Wear. Hinges cracked. Still sound. 15.00

AL-556
_ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND_
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Peter Weevers
London: Ted Smart (Hutchinson/Random House), 1996
TRXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust, 12 FP color plate and color in-text illust, all by Weevers.
(Fine. 35.00

AL-557
_The NEW ADVENTURES OF ALICE._
Written and Pictured by John Rae
Chicago, Volland, 1917
TEXT: Rae. ART: 12 FP color plates, plus B&W in-text and chapter-end illust and deco. All by Rae.
(G to VG. Corners bumped, shelf wear, cover rubbed. 40.00)
AL-558  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Bessie Pease.
London: J.Coker and Company, Ltd. ND. (1915) 1st thus
24.5 x 19 cm. Tan cloth, color illust paper ov bds. 126 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART Cover illust, Frtspc, and 3 FP plates, all color,
all by Pease.  
(VG: Wear. 35.00)

AL-559  ALICE'S ADVENTURE IN WONDERLAND / THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by June Goulding.
TEXT: Carroll—“Original and unabridged text.” ART. Cover illust.
28 FP lates, in-text and marginal illust. eff. misc page décor. All full-color,
all by Goulding.
(Fine. As new in full-color-illust DW. 40.00)

AL-560  ALICE IN WONDERLAND.
By Lewis Carroll, Illustrated by Rene Cloke
London: P.R.Gawthorne. ND [1935 ?]
26 x 19.5 cm. Red cloth bds. Title black cover. 104 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: 8 FP color plates plus B&W and two-color
in-text illust and page décor. All by Cloke.
(VG. Corners bumped, some wear. 65.00)

AL-561  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Justin Todd
London: Victor Gollancz, 1986
25.5 x 20 cm. Blk cloth, bds., title gilt spine. 173 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color illust on DW, plus 22 Full-color FP
plates. All by Todd.
(Fine. in DW. 50.00)

AL-562  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With 24 color-plates by Margaret W.Tarrant [1916]
London: Ward Lock & Company, Ltd. ND
26 x 20 cm. Green cloth, Color illust paper ov bds. Title black spine.
175 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust plus 24 FP color plates, all
by Tarrant.
(VG: shelf wear, corners bumped. 60.00)

9 August 2006
The ILLUSTRATED LEWIS CARROLL
Edited and with an Introduction by Roy Gasson
TEXT: Carroll – UA. (Includes AAIW, TTLG, and SNARK, plus a selection of other Carroll writings. The originals from which Carroll’s verse parodies were taken are also identified. ART: The illustrations display a variety of work by a number of artists. All are in B&W.
(a. Fine. In color illust DW. NB: The DW illustration has no “Alice” connotation, (50.00) b. Fine: No DW (45.00))

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE
Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations in Color by Bessie Pease Gutmann, Eleanor Abbot and Milo Winter and Black and White Illustrations by John Tenniel. Foreword by Ellen Shapiro.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Frt and rear color cover illust and 5 FP color plates by Gutmann; 2 FP color plates by Abbott, 2 FP color plates by Winter, plus a selection of B&W illust from Tenniel originals and page décor by an unidentified artist,
(Fine, 25.00)

The COMPLETE STORIES AND POEMS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Lewis Carroll.
New York: Gramercy/Random House, 2002. 1st thus
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: AAIW and TTLG are illustrated in B&W with a selection of Tenniel originals. The remainder of the text is unillustrated. The DW cover displays a color version of the Tenniel illust of Alice and the Cheshire cat.
(Fine. 35.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND
By Lewis Carroll, [Facsimile of the author’s manuscript book (1864) with additional material from the facsimile edition of 1886.] With a new Introduction by Martin Gardner.
New York: Dover, 1965
NB: Text and art are from Carroll. See Introduction by Gardner and Notes on IRC for detailed information on the contents of this volume. See also AL-024 for another edition of the Carroll AAU manuscript facsimile.)
(VG, 7.00)
AL-567  ALICE IN WONDERLAND MINI JIGSAW BOOK.  
With Four 48-piece Jigsaws.  
"Each puzzle is accompanied by an extract abridged from Lewis Carroll’s inimitable stories, and there is also a collection of some of his most famous nonsense poems and songs.”  
21 x 16.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. title spine. 4 48-pc puzzle sheets backed by text. Color illust, with Tenniel art colored by Harry Theaker (1911) and Diz Wallis (1995/1996).  
(Fine, As new. 15.00)  

AL-568  CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED – Lewis Carroll * THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS. Adapted by Kyle Baker.  
[Lewis Carroll – Adapted and abridged ]. Illustrations by Kyle Baker.  
26 x 17 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 2), 44 p. Illust.  
TEXT: Carroll – adapted and abridged. ART: Comic book format, color illust throughout. All art by Baker.  
(VG; 10.00)  

AL-569  ALICE IN WONDERLAND  
[Lewis Carroll] Illustrated by Willie Schermele’.  
London: Juvenile Productions, ND. (1940)  
TEXT: Carroll –adapted and abridged. ART: Color cover, F&R, EP and in-text illustrations and page décor, all by Scheermele’.  
(VG. Wear. Marking. 20.00)  

AL-570  ALICE IN WONDERLAND / ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND  
By Lewis Carroll – Adapted from the original story.  
Maidenhead, Berks.. UK : Purnell Books (Purnell Picture Classics), 1979  
30.5 x 23 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 32 unnumbered pages. Color illust throughout.  
TEXT: Carroll –abridged and adapted. ART: Frt and rear Cover illust and in-text illust. all in color, all by unidentified artist.  
(VG: some creasing and fading. 20.00)  

AL-571  ALICE IN WONDERLAND  
Lewis Carroll. [Illustrator unidentified]  
London: Bancroft, 1970  
21 x 15 cm. Color illust cloth ov bds. 112 p. Illust.  
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color cover illust, and B&W FP and in-text illust, all by an unidentified artist. NB: Companion Volume to AL-578  
(VG. No DW, pages browning, 30.00)
AL-572  The LIFE OF LEWIS CARROLL – (Victoria Through the Looking Glass.
Florence Becker Lennon (3rd Revised Edition -1971)
21.5 x 14 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. (6), 448 p. Illust. Append. Notes,
Biblio., index.
(VG: Cover punched. Signatures. 15.00)

AL-573  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND / THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Anne Bachelier (2005)
36 x 17 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers (flapped). Title bound back to back.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover illustrations, Chapter head, partial and
full page illustrations and double-page fold-out illustrations all in full color. All by Bachelier.
(Fine: As new 40.00)

AL-574  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With 48 Coloured Plates by Margaret W. Tarrant.
London: Ward Lock, 1922
12 x 16 cm. Green cloth, bds. Title black cover and spine. Color illust
pasted on cover. Color illust EPs. 332 p plus ads.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust, deco color illust EPs., and
44 FP color plates, all by Tarrant (1916).
NB: Only 44 color plates are indexed in the TOC. The 4 color-plates that
originally made up the color-illustrated EPs bring the total number of
plates to 48. It should be noted that the frt FEP (and, consequently, one of
the original 48 color plates) is missing from this volume.
(Good: Cover torn at head. Shelf wear. Binding broken. Front FEP
missing. Bookplate. Pages creased. 20.00).

AL-575  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With 30 Color Plates
London: Ward Lock, ND [1950]
21.5 x 16 cm. Green cloth, bds., title yellow cover and spine. Deco illust
TXT: Carroll-UA. ART: 26 color plates, all by Margaret Tarrant. Color
illust. Eps (4 pl), by an unidentified artist.
(VG 25.00)
AL-576  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With 16 color plates. (Margaret Tarrant – 1916)
London: Ward Lock, ND. [1960]
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust [Adapted from a Margaret
Tarrant AAIW illustration not included in this vol. (See p 174 in AL-
574)]. 16 FP color plates, all by Margaret W. Tarrant.
(VG: Shelf wear, inscription IFC. 40.00)

AL-577  LEWIS CARROLL'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Adapted by Jane Carruth – Illustrated by Rene Cloke
Welbeck Estate, Nr Worksop, Notts. UK: Award Publications, 2005
29 x 22.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds.; Col illust EPs. 93 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – abridged and adapted by Jane Carruth. [1990]
ART: Cover illustration, illust EPs, in-text and page décor, all in color, all
by Cloke.
(Fine; As new 45.00)

AL-578  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. [Illustrator unidentified]
London: Bancroft Books, 1972
12 x 15 cm. Color illust cloth ov bds. 109 (3) p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA, ART: Color cover illustration and B&W FP plates
and in-text illustrations by an unidentified artist.
NB: A companion volume to AL-571
(VG: pages browning. 30.00)

AL-579  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by A.H.Watson
London: Collins, 1957
21.5 x 14 cm. Tan cloth bds. (Color illust DW is taped to covers.)
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color DW cover illust.and color frtpc by Will
Nickless. B&W plates and in-text illustrations, all by Watson.
(VG. Taped down DW is torn away at upper ftrt edge and scuffed at
hinges. 15.00)

AL-580  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll . With Illustrations by Eileen A. Soper
London: George G. Harrap., 1947
20 x 14 cm. Black cloth, bds. Cover deco and title on spine in white.
128 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color frtpc and 2 FP color plates plus B&W
FP plates and in-text illustrations, all by Soper.
(Near fine, No DW. Inscription FFEP. 30.00)
AL-581  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND with BRUNO'S REVENGE
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by Helen Monro.
London: Thomas Nelson, ND [1940]
19.5 x 13.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds. Title gilt spine. Deco EPs. 220 p plus ads.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color frtspc plus B&W plates and in-text illustrations. All by Monro.
(Fine: inscription, in plastic cover. 45.00)

AL-582  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With 28 Illustrations and a Coloured Frontispiece by
Thomas Maybank.
London: George Routledge, [1907]
18.5 x 13 cm. Green cloth ov bds. Deco illust cover. Title cover and spine.
(8), 168 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA ART: Color frtspc plus B&W in-text illustrations, all by Maybank.
(Good: Spine separated at hinge. Inscription. Soiling. Wear. 125.00)

AL-583  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by Normy Robinson
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Color cover illustration plus 8 FP B&W plates.
All by Robinson.
(VG: in plastic bag. 30.00)

AL-584  AVENTURES D'ALICE AU PAYS DES MERVEILLES.
(Alice in French)
Lewis Carroll. Translated by Henri Bue' (under the Supervision of Lewis
Carroll,) With a New Introduction by Morton N. Cohen. With 42 Illustra-
tions by John Tenniel.
New York: Dover, 1972 (From:London: Macmillan, 1869)
20.5 x 14 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers.. xii, (8), 196 p. Illust;
TEXT: Carroll – translated with some adaptations.(See note, rear cover).
ART: Tenniel originals
(Fine. 10.00)

AL-585  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Nick Hewetson.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color cover illust plus 20 FP color plates and
in-text B&W illustrations. All by Hewetson.
(Fine. As new. 25.00)
ALICE IN WONDERLAND POP-UP PICTURE STORY
[LEWIS CARROLL] Illustrated by Pamela Storey.
London: Brown Watson, 1992
20.5 x 26 cm. Color illust paper ov bds.
TEXT: Carroll —abridged and adapted. ART: 6 pop-up plates
All color. All by Storey.
(VG. Pop-ups must be handled carefully. 10.00)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by D.R.Sexton.
London: Juvenile Productions, [1944]
20 x 14.5 cm. Red cloth, bds. Title black cover and spine. 246 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Color DW illustration and frtspe. plus 17 B&W
FP plates, all by Sexton.
(G to VG: Frt hinge cracked. Inscription. Two plates have been colored —
more or less inexpertly -- by a previous owner. 35.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
New York: St Martin’s Press, 1977
21 x 16 cm. Green cloth, bds. Deco illustrated in red cover. Title black,
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Deco EP illust in color adapted from Tenniel.
Frtspe plus 15 full-color Fp plates adapted from Tenniel. B&W in-text
 illust from Tenniel originals.
(Fine. In color illust DW. 20.00)

TOYS FROM ALICE IN WONDERLAND.
Margaret Hutchings, With Doris Cook.
24.6 x 18.9 cm. Red cloth, bds. Title spine. 128 p. Illust (60 line drawings,
10 colour and 28 B&W photographs.), plus misc illust from Tenniel.
NB: “...this book gives clear and detailed instructions for making seventeen
soft toys based on characters from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
and Through the Looking-Glass,”
(Fine. In colour illust DW. With laid-in tissue pattern for one of the
figures. In plastic envelope. 40.00)
AL-590  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With forty-two Illustrations by John Tenniel.
[With an Introduction by Kathleen Norris]
'This Facsimile Edition of the First Edition is Published for Members of
the BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA. New York 1941
(16), 192 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: B&W illust duplicating Tenniel originals.
(Fine 35.00)

AL-591  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS
Lewis Carroll. With Unabridged Text. [Illustrated by June Goulding]
Bath, UK: Paragon Publishing, 2006 (1st thus)
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: In-text, page décor, and 28 FP plates. All in full
colour, all by Goulding.
(Fine, as new. In DW. 25.00)

AL-592  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Retold by Joan Collins. Illustrated by David Frankland,
Woodcuts by Jonathan Mercer.
TEXT: Carroll-adapted and retold. ART: Color cover illust plus 11 FP
color plates, all by Frankland, plus B&W page décor by Mercer.
(Fine. As New 5.00)

AL-593  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Alice B. Woodward.
19 x 13 cm. Illust. blue cloth, bds. Title cover and spine. 119 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Cover illust. in black. B&W Frtspc and 7 FP
plates plus in-text illust. all by Woodward.
(G- to VG. Spine faded, wear. 50.00 -- rare)

AL-594  ALICE IN WONDERLAND IN PARIS (DVD – Video)
USA – Miracle Pictures., 2005
With special features.
NB: For a Video-tape version of this presentation and a full description of
content see AL-073)
(In color illust DVD case. 10.00)
ALICE IN WONDERLAND -- Accession Record

AL-595

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by A.H. Watson
Illust.
(Near Fine: Label on TP. In plastic cover. 12.00)
NOTE: See AL-579 for a copy of this volume with illust DW.

AL-596

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. [Illustrated by an unidentified artist]
London: OUP/Humphrey Milford. (The Great Books), 1933
22 x 16 cm. Colour illust paper ov bds. 144 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Colour DW illust., Colour ftspc and 7 Fp colour plates, plus misc chapter-head and in-text illust, all by an unidentified artist.
(VG, wear, stamps pasted inside FC. 60.00)

AL-597

The NIGHT OF THE JABBERWOCK
Fredric Brown. (1951)
... : Blackmask Online/ Disruptive Publishing, 2004
23 x 15 cm. Color illust black wrappers. 139 p.
NB: In the story told here, a small-town newspare editor is a Lewis Carroll aficionado and ‘the Lewis Carroll references become very important to the storyline and are scattered liberally throughout the book’
(As new 10.00)

AL-598

LOLITA – (Complete and Unabridged)
Vladimir Nabokov (1955)
New York: Putnams, 1958 (7th imp, 1st US)
NB: LOLITA is certainly not a children’s book. Nor does it suit every adult taste. But discussions of it have so often called Lewis Carroll (and ALICE!) into reference that it seems necessary to include it in this collection.
(VG: in DW, 20.00)

AL-599

...

12 Aug. 2006
AL-599  The Original Illustrated ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With the Original Illustrations by John Tenniel.
In Color For This Edition by Martina Selway.
Secaucus NJ. Castle Books, 1978
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Cover illus, in-text illust and half-page and full-
page plates adapted from Tenniel originals, up-sized and colored by
Selway.
(Good plus. A few pages clipped and traces of a card pocket IRC, but no
stamps. Some wear but still bright and sound. 20.00).

AL-600  TENNYSON'S GIFT
By Lynn Truss.(1996)
London: Profile Books, 2004 (1st thus)
20 x 13 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. (8), 262 p. Appendix.
NB: This book, by the author of EATS, SHOOTS. AND LEAVES, is – to
quote the rear cover blurb – ‘A Carrollian comic novel about mid-Vic-
torian highbrow.’. Among the characters pictured are Tennyson, the
painter Watts, Ellen Terry, Julia Margaret Cameron, and ‘the creepy
Charles Dodgson (aka Lewis Carroll)’.
(As new; With a presentation inscription to Lionel Johnson RFEP. 15.00).

AL-601  The BOOKS AT THE WAKE – A Study of Literary Allusions
in James Joyce's FINNEGANS WAKE
By James S. Atherton.
Carbondale & Edwardsville, IL: SIU Press, 1974 (rprt)
20 x 12.5 cm. Color prtd stiff wrappers. 308 p. Appendx, biblio, index.
NB: See Chapter 5 (pp 124-136) “Carroll- the unforeseen precursor”.
(VG to near fine. 40.00)

AL-602  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There
Lewis Carroll, Illustrations by John Tenniel
Garden City, NY: Doublesay Classics. ND.
22 x 14.5 cm. Yellow paper, color deco illus art leather, bds. Col EPs.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Cover deco., color frtspc, plus intext illus in
monochrome blue, all from Tenniel originals.
(VG: No DW, 10.00)

AL-603  The EIGHTEEN EIGHTIES – Essays by the Fellows of the Royal
Society of Literature
Edited by Walter De La Mare.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univeristy Press, 1930 (1st ed)
23 x 15 cm. Green cloth, bds. title gilt spine. xxviii, 271 p. Index
NB: See. "Lewis Carroll" by Walter De La Mare, pp 218-255.
(Near fine: 40.00)